The unsung hero of Vidya! …
Bags
multiple
top
internships!

Congratulations to Mr. Anand Krishna Sunil B. Tech CSE 2018
pass out batch for bagging multiple top-notch internships.
Anand is currently, doing his internship at Nouveau Labs,
Bangalore, where he is working on creating “chat bots” using
AI technologies.

Anand Krishna Sunil – CSE
2018 Pass out
Along with Anand, a few other students of the 2018 pass out
batches have been shortlisted for the award of internships:
Anagha Anand R, Davis Raimon, Athira C S, Aiswarya K P,
Sundeep Kumar and Arjith Ramu. These internships start with a
pay of Rs.15,000 to Rs.20,000 during the internship period and
a post-internship salary
ranging between Rs.6 lakh PA to
Rs.10 lakh PA. The offers to participate in the selection
process have come from companies like Aspiring Minds, Nouveau
Labs, Informatica, Deloitte Haskins, etc.
Earlier, during the beginning of the academic year 2017-18,
nine students from the final year B Tech batches of CSE and
ECE branches participated as two teams in executing
assignments as remote internships at TCS, Kochi.
These achievements may be attributed to their top grades in
the aptitude tests conducted by companies like TCS, Wheebox
WEST, and AMCAT pre-placement assessment tests. On a
preliminary analysis it can be noted that these students have
topped the grades across key assessment segments, viz.
Quantitative Ability, Logical Reasoning Skills, Programming
Skills, English Comprehension, and in their respective Subject
Knowledge Domains – Mechanical, Electrical, Civil, Computer
Science, Electronics, etc.
Opportunities for internships and placements have also come by
way of contests like those offered on the TCS Campus Commune
platform – CODEVITA, ENGNIX, Testimony, etc., and by
participating in industry sponsored contests like HACKATHONS.
Students beware: this is the way internships and placements
are going to come about in the coming years.

